
Higher Infinite Power Healing Our People How Hip Hop Could and Will Heal Our Planet by
Stephen Pierce aka SLUM (Spiritually Liftn' & Unifyn' Minds ) It is unfortunately common in
today's age that things of great significance are made to be less than or the enemy. Beginning
with the true power of our thoughts, words, and their meanings; not being taught in conjunction
with universal law. Magnetism, commonly understood as nothing more than a fridge accessory,
and not that we are indeed electromagnetic beings in this cosmic whole creating and attracting
our realities. And finally hip hop, one of I believe, the most powerful manifestation tool at our
disposal in the universe. Which today, has been twisted by the mainstream into black magic,
used to program and brainwash our youth. How these three areas of being merge to be the
conduit for godforce energy that helps heal this planet? Why, I'd be happy to explain. Thoughts,
or vibrations, are everything. Here, far, the sun, stars. Creation. It was all a vibration, a thought,
before it became utterance, then it was. We abide by these same exact principles of creation,
it's one of our most beautiful gifts. By the combination of thought, action, and repetition, we may
create anything in this existence. Specifically, a thought arranged in line with our highest being,
it being put on paper as an affirmation, mantra, or cadence, and finally spoken multiple times
throughout the day for a sequence of days, weeks, months, or years. As our energies are
increased on the individual scale along with an increase of minds focused on the same goal, we
can more rapidly bring our thoughts to existence. Why? Because we are all tuning in to the
same vibration, giving that vibration much much more power, activating it at amazing rates. Let's
take a look how we are unconciously taught the laws of manifestation to create contracts and
worlds we did not agree upon. From the time we are young and until we pass, we are and will
be bombarded by external forces that wish to keep us from our natural vibration and what
comes with that, our gifts. Of course they would never outright admit this, so they use tactics
that make us feel like we are in control, when really most of our actions are based off subliminal
suggestions. With educational and religious indoctrination, coupled with the media, and an
onslaught of advertisment, we have become adepts of unconscious gross manifestation. When
in our standard way of upbringing were we taught the significance of what we think and say,
BEYOND being nice to one another? And how many times during our decade plus of mandatory
education were thoughts implanted in our minds that we were programmed to take as absolute?
I strongly feel my generation is highly responsible for empowering the vibration associated with
cancer, heart disease, etc. that has now crippled the population in our country. We were taught
from incredibly young one in four people have cancer, from then I looked around the room
perplexed. "Wow, one of us will have cancer," I thought. Here's a rhetorical question, when does
the law of attraction begin and when does it end? When at any given time are the universal laws
not in effect? I'll transition into my upbringing in a very strict christian home and give this next
measure based solely upon my personal experiences. My younger years were heavily
influenced by my grandparents who were very devout and remain this day. Bible study, prayers,
hymns, the whole lot. While I didn't understand exactly what I was doing and I didn't always
maintain the greatest attention span, I did feel something during our times of worship, since
young. I was building a personal relationship with something I didn't at all understand but I felt,
and it was a good feeling. Now my issue arose when it came to attending church service. Every
Sunday I would cry, I would fight, I would rebel, because my soul did not resonate. Because my
heart, my highest being knew, it felt, my vibration being tampered with. Why was this man
qualified to tell me how to interpret my experience, how did I know what he was saying was
truth? Who was he even? Little did I know subtly I was being programmed to believe I needed a
mediator, a third party, to obtain what is and has been rightfully mine and always present. I feel
this manipulation has had a great subconscious impact on people. The same is to be said with
the public education system and it's curriculums. The point I'm getting at is how our minds are
trained to think and operate in a uniformed yet divisitory fashion. The standard teachings have
everyone working together, thinking the same things, doing the same things, but at the same
time more separated than ever. Because left out are the crucial components to what it is we are
truly experiencing and what we are constantly seeking . With a focused intent and heart, we can
create anything we want, we are limitless beings. Five years ago I changed my perspective and
focus, I made a decision to get more in alignment with my natural being, and everything since
has been incredible. The good, bad, and ugly, because I've learned, we are the molders and
creators of our realities, and this process starts in the mind and with what vibration the mind can



attune to. In cooperation and harmony with our magnetic field, our thoughts attract to our reality
which we focus. Electromagnetism, the interaction of electric currents and magnetic fields. We
are electromagnetic! This is not taught in the public arenas as per my experience. This word
entirely changed my view on life. When we become more in tune with our energies and fields,
we can vastly increase how much we produce. Who and or what is the greatest provider of this
information? NATURE. Nature is our example on how we could be living, a direct manifestation
of the most high. By consuming from nature and abiding by it's principles we are able to go with
the flow, to be like water. However, we do differently, because we are trained differently. We are
told from young what to consume, when to consume, how to consume. The things we are told to
consume are not cohesive with our highest vibration, with our most high selves. We are given
dense food full of fear and low energy. There is a constant assault of frequencies and waves in
the air that continually attempt invasion, and if the aura isn't strong enough there is little you can
do. Breath is taught incorrectly, how to accurately charge and energize our physical vessels.
With the correct breathing, proper nutrition, and ample exposure to the source (NATURE) we
can become fully aligned with our truest beings. Now with right thinking and a body that can
generate immense energy due to proper treatment, the only thing left to do is lift up our brothers
and sisters so we may all have a heavenly vision. Higher Infinite Power Healing Our People,
better known as Hip Hop. The voice of the universe. The cosmic vibration. A channel where
data can be transmitted at the speed of thought, times faster than light. How did this gift fall into
the wrong hands? When did it stop being about truth? Everday millions upon millions of youth
and adults listen to rap music. Glorifying trappin', killin', pimpin', flexin', cheatin', sneakin', and
everything else vile under the sun, and they love it. And now this country is becoming a direct
reflection of these lyrics. Crime is up. Adultery an all time high. Idol worship. It's all normal now,
expected even, yearned. While this is sad, it's also such a wonderful time for the lyrical
alchemists to take their thrones. The priests, priestess, those whom the message flows.555
Without these trying times there would be no need for us. Hip Hop is one of the great artforms in
time. When the mind is open yet guarded, and the body charged and aligned yet at rest, then
can the force of the most high, the creator, flow through our vessels. This is many many different
ways for every individual. Song, dance, drawing, painting, woodworking, gardening, etc. For I, it
is hip hop. Why do I feel hip hop is one of the great healers of the planet? Because it transcends
time and space, it is ETERNAL, INFINITE. Bob Marley has touched more people since his
passing than before. The teachings of Tesla are more alive than ever. Positive and true
messages and information will stand the test of time, hip hop is no different. The beat, the
cadence, the rhythm, flow, the energy, the vocalization. It transcends being, it becomes a dance
with god. Drawing pure spirit, and painting the pictures given. The energy unmatched, the
feeling bliss. Emcees are the modern day priests, those who are walking true. It all started with
a vibration. We tuned into that vibration and it became a thought, we put that thought on paper,
and for me a rhyme created. I delivered that rhyme and the universe gave me something back. I
focused on creating more pure thoughts, on being a better channel, my body followed. The
rhymes became easier, it became more fluid, I was able to create my world faster. The universe
responded quicker, I increased and eliminated, the universe reciprocrated. And it still is. Hip Hop
is my connection with the absolute vibration and I feel so strongly I will use my voice to help
heal and shape our future. Along with the many other talented individuals on the planet
harnessing their gift. Why will Hip Hop have such a heavy impact on the rebalancing of our
planet, because I will see to it personally. And I so encourage my brothers and sisters to tap into
their gifts and see to it their method of healing and oneness makes an equal and bigger impact
on our mother. In our mind we must make a decision as to what vibration we wish to exist at,
then our thoughts and beings must follow. This is how we heal, this is how we truly live. In
harmony with the absolute vibration, the source. https://soundcloud.com/kamarsun/over-feat-
slum-prod-by-kamar-sun over https://kamarsun.bandcamp.com/track/formula-prod-kamar-sun
formula


